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In store: Early April

Sizes available: XS-XL

Colours: Black, white, red stripe, 

orange, plus mat finishes

There’s something massively 

endearing about this almost 

anthropomorphically styled new 

helmet from Shark. While many 

may snigger about having a ‘Raw’ 

helmet, the brave design and 

top-quality features are nothing 

to smirk at.

The quick-release goggles 

feature a double skin lens, 

meaning they’ll never fog up, and 

the optical quality is taken care 

of by lens-aholics Carl Zeiss. The 

Hannibal-like face mask is also 

separately detachable, effectively 

making this a 3-in-1 helmet.

The shell comes in two sizes, 

and is formed with injected 

thermoplastic resin, while 

the helmet is fully vented to 

keep you cool, while looking 

menacing. 

Glasses wearers will 

appreciate the liner’s 

design, which takes into 

account those needing 

to use specs. The liner 

is also removable 

and washable, and 

the Raw comes with 

Shark’s five-year 

warranty, too.  

Q Info: www.nevis.

uk.com

Shark ‘Raw’ helmet, £189.99 - £209.99

The Raw’s fastener is a 

quick-release buckle type, 

rather than the more tradi-

tional double D-ring variety

BUYING&SELLING

In store: Now

Engine braking from big V-twins 

can be brutal when you’re really 

pushing on, and braking hard 

into big corners. Smearing 

rubber into the Tarmac 

as the rear locks and you 

try to slip the clutch while 

matching the throttle and 

brakes to your desired entry 

speed is a tricky equation. 

This lump of metal 

pornography can save you all 

the pain, keep the rear spinning 

on aggressive downshifts, and 

prevent you hopping into a corner 

like a demented kangaroo. Available 

for the RC8 and 990 Super Duke.

Q Info: www.ktm.co.uk

KTM Slipper Clutch 
from £1008.96

1. The goggles clip into the side-

pods like a visor would, so they’ll 

never fall down around your 

neck, or ping off the back

2. Double-glazed and 

scratch-resistant goggles 

3. Detachable face mask 

4. Fully-vented

Nestled away in the 

back of the helmet is a pre-

shaped mount for the ‘Sharktooth’ 

bluetooth comms system – enabling you to 

stay connected to your sat nav, your phone, 

pillion, or other bluetooth devices. The Raw 

weighs just 1300g for the medium size, +/- 

50g for smaller and bigger options
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Creative Bike Wear

40

Great new kit to improve your bike life...

New Products

In store: Early April

Sizes available: S-3XL

Colours: Black/white/silver, black/

white/red, black/silver/fluro

You can spot a Furygan leather jacket 

a long way before you can read the 

motif across the chest – they’re so 

distinctive – and this new ‘Race’ jacket 

is no exception. Fully CE-approved 

construction incorporates protection 

throughout from armour specialists 

D3O, and includes a back protector. 

There’s also hard external armour, 

and triple stitching in all high-impact 

and abrasion areas, ensuring that the 

1.4mm leather panels don’t separate 

when you least want them to. A 

removable thermal liner provides 

a bit more range for chilly evening 

blasts home, and you can zip the Race 

to trousers to make a two-piece suit. 

Q Info: www.nevis.uk.com

Furygan
‘Race’ jacket £439.99

In store: Now

Sizes available: S-3XL

Colours: Black/red, white/red, black, 

black/white/red/fluro, black/white

Truly great gloves are few and far 

between, but the GP Pro has been a 

class-leading performer for years. 

This full grain, multi-panel leather 

construction glove has a kangaroo 

leather palm and synthetic suede 

palm reinforcements. The third and 

fourth finger-bridge prevents seam 

failure and finger separation, while 

the double closures ensure the glove 

stays in place should you go a sliding. 

They’re superbly durable, too.

Q Info: www.alpinestars.com

Alpinestars
‘GP Pro’ gloves £169.99


